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Abstract 

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is currently able to track distant spacecraft with 
a worldwide network of 70 m stations located near Goldstone, California; Tidhinhilla, 
Australia and Madrid, Spain. Hydrogen-maser timekeeping at all three sites makes 
possible a search for gravitational radiation at  useful lcvcls of sensitivity. We report on 
10.5 days of data from the December 1988 opportunity with thc Pio~lcer 10 spacecraft 
a t  a distance of 44.2 astronomical units (22052 s). A microwave link near 2.3 GHz 
was established with the spacecraft using one station of the DSN 011 the uplink and 
another on the downlink. The utilization of hydrogen masers at  each station, plus the 
spacecraft transponder, effectively provided a one-arm interferometer for detecting 
gravitational radiation with a phase-coherent pathlcngth of 12.25 hr. 

Starting with integrated cycle count of the Doppler shift as raw data, we sequen- 
tially differenced the data at  a sample interval of 60 s and thereby generated a Doppler 
frequency record. Next, we removed trends caused by the rel:jt,ive  notions of t;he 
spacecraft and the DSN stations in inertial space. The resrllting residual freqllency 
record was dominated by refraction of the 2.5 GHz signal in the Earth's atmosphere 
and ionosphere. By applying a regression analysis to a stratified atmospheric model, 
we reduced these refraction effects by more than an order of xrlagnitude. 

We show plots of the detrended Doppler residuals at  the 60 second sample interval. 
The overall RMS residual is on the order of 2 mHz (10-l2 in fractioxlal frequency), 
but the major contributor to the noise at  this level is the high-frequency componcnt 
caused by the poor signal to noise ratio in the received signal from the distant Pioneer 
spacecraft. We illustrate this property by displaying the power spectral density of 
the reduced data. As expected, the high-frcclucncy end of the  spcctrn~n i s  typical of 
thermal noise in the microwave receiver. On the other hand, the low frequency end 
is dominated by refraction of the signal by interplanetary plasrna. The lowest noise 
is achieved for a period range from 200 s to 2000 8 where the advnntage of 'tlydrogcn- 
maser timekeeping is most apparent. In this region, the  local rrtcan a~rlplitude of the 
noise is on the order of 10-l4 in fractional frcqucncy. This i~r~plics that any sinusoidal 
gravitational waves in the bandwidth are limited to  a strain arnplit,rrde of 4 x 1O-l4. 

'This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 'ltchnology, n n d e r  contract with 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 



INTRODUCTION 

From 1 December to 10 December 1988 the Deep Space Network (DSN), using three 70 m stations 
in California, Australia, and Spain respectively, provided nearly continuous radio tracking of the 
Pioneer 10 spacecraft a t  a single S-band frequency near 2.3 GHz. Each December Pioneer 10 is 
nearest solar opposition, an optimum location for minimizing the effects of the solar wind on the 
telecommunication link. Being a spinning spacecraft with a minimum of nongravitational forces, at 
a distance from Earth of 44.2 astronomical units (6 hr 7.5 min), it is uniquely suited for a search 
for gravitational radiation. In principle, gravitational waves (GW) crossing the  solar system can be 
detected by a one-arm interferometer consisting of a phase-coherent radio link between Earth and 
a distant spacecraft. Such a link can be established with the Pioneer spacecraft by transmitting an 
S-band signal from one 70 m station and receiving the transponded signal at another station separated 
by intercontinental distances. Coherency is maintained by means of hydrogen masers a t  both stations. 

As a G W  detector, the one-arm interferometer a t  the distance of Pioneer 10 in 1988 has an effective 
pathlength of 12.25 hr, the round-trip light time (RTLT) of the radio signal. Ideally it has a broad- 
band response and a sensitivity of parts in 1015 in the very-low-frcqrrt:ncy (VLF) region of the GW 
spectrum from about 7 x lou5  Hz (period M RTLT/3) to 5 x loF3 Hz, where the upper frequency 
limit is set by thermal noise in the microwave receiver, and the lower limit by the responsc function 
to gravitational radiation. But in fact the inherent stability provided by the hydrogen masers 
in 1015) does not determine the sensitivity limit for the radio link to the Pioneer spacecraft. Instead 
the useful level of sensitivity is limited by the propagation of the radio signal through both nuutral 
and ionized media. Nevertheless by computing the power spectral density and Allan variance of the 
reduced data, we can show that the current experiments approach a level of sensitivity to spatial strain 
of 10-l4 in a lom6 Hz bandwidth over a limited G W  band of 3 x lom3 to 5 x lom4 Hz. Even better 
sensitivities, by at  least a factor of 10, are expected for future missions in the mid to lat,c 1990's, at 
which time the experiments may approach the limiting accuracy of the DSN's frequency and tirning 
system. 

BACKGROUND 

The idea of using the Doppler tracking of distant spacecraft to detect rat1i;ition originated 

with A. J. ~nderson[l l  about 20 years ago. In that early period Andcrson lookcd into the feasibility 
of the techniqueI21 and concluded that it was worth pursuing. In the meantime, the theory of' the 
interaction of gravitational radiation with a Doppler link was developed in 1975 by Estahrook and 
~ a h l ~ u i s t [ ~ ] .  Over the next few years the theory was developed f ~ r t h e r [ ~ # ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ]  and over the last few 
years some experimental results have appearcd[8.g~'0~111. No detection has been reported, hut some 
interesting limits have been set on a stochastic cosmic background of r a d i a t i ~ n [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ,  burst sources[ '~~~],  
and sinusoidal  source^[^^^^]. The December 1988 opportunity with the  Pioneer 10 spacecraft resulted 
in the best set of G W Doppler data to date. The distance to  the spacecraft ranged from 22051 s on 1 
December 1988 to  22087 s on 10 December 1988. 

1 DATA 

The raw Doppler data, delivered to us by the DSN on magnetic tapc, consist of records of cumulative 
cycle count a t  a sample interval of 1 s. Before these data can be filtered for G W  signals, some data 
reduction is required. First we use software of the Navigation Subsystem (NAV) at JPI, t,o convert 
cycle count (phase) to a finite differenced record of frequency at  a sample interval of 60 s. Rr:cause 



the spatial strain of gravitational radiation is directly proporf,ional to the Doppler frequc.nc:y shift,['], 
i t  is this differenced record that  is most useful for G W  analysis. Nrlxi, again using lYAV softwart., we 

remove the Doppler motion effects from the data  with the bcst Pioxleer 10 orbit availablr, ancl wlth 
the best available models for the station locations, Earth rotation, and Earth polar rno tion. These 
geodynamic modela are provided to  the users of NAV software by the DSN as part of thcir multimission 
support. 

During the initial da ta  reduction with NAV software, we also introd lncr a bias into the frequency data  
to  account for the rotation of the Pioneer spacecraft and its parabolic i~~gti-gain antenna. The rotating 
antenna introduces a Doppler shift of one cycle per rotation period. For the 1988 data,  the spin period, 
as determined by the Pioneer Project from onboard photopolarirneter data,  varios approximately 
linearly from 13.365123 s on 1 December to  13.366524 s on 10 necem'her. Because thc spacecraft spin 
also affects the physical motion of the antenna f w d  in space, a time -varying pcrioclici t y appears in 
the reduced data.  However this small signal can easily be idontifird and removed, if necessary. Iri fact, 
because we know such a signal is present, it can be used to advantage. 111 t rsting filtering algoritl~rns for 
unknown small signals whose periods vary slowly with time. Such signals, with period decreasing with 
time, are expected from coalescing binary stars in the final stages of thcir ratliation nf gravitational 
waves[l21. 

After we have reduced the data  with NAV software, the dorninanr, c:olorccl r~oisc t,hnt remains rs 
generated by refraction of the radio beam in the Earth's atmospht:rc ar~cl ioriosphcrr. 'l'hough the DSTU' 
provides a seasonal tropospheric model to  NAV, we find that  over just tc r~  clays of daOa wc can remove 
more of the effects of atmospheric refraction by applying a regression analysis to a parnrnctcrizcd 
stratified model of the atmosphere. Stratification assures that  the st;it,ior~iiry corr~poricnt of both the 
troposphere and ionosphere are accounted for. The resulting rt:dl~cc,ti tl  at,a rrcord , which is the starting 
point for a search for gravitational waves, is shown in Figure I.  The residual Uoppler shift is plotted 
against time from 1 December, 1988. The average of the 60 s data at an avcragir~g iritcrval o f  300 s 1s 
shown in Figure 2. The obvious reduction in data  noise in Figure 2 rc.sult,s frorri an cffrct,ivc integration 
of the received signal beyond the point where high- freql~cncy thermal noise dominate?. 

LIMITING NOISE SOURCES 

The power spectrum of the reduced data  of Figure 1 is shown in Figllrc 3 ,  and the corresponding Allan 
variance is plotted in Figure 4. It is apparent that  a t  high Fourier frequencies the noise is dominated by 
f white phase noise. However the magnitude of the Allan variance 1s much too big to be attributable 
to  the hydrogen masers, and it probably cxcccds reasonable limits on the performance of the 70 rneter 
stations. The thermal noise extrapolates to 5.3 x 10-l4 at 1000 s. \Vc: srlggcst, t,hat this rather high 
level of thermal noise is caused by a very weak received signal fruril Pionccr I O  t.rar~srriit,t,ing a t  8 W 
into a 3 m parabolic antenna a t  a distance of 44.2 AU. 

From the viewpoint of the search for gravitational radiation, the most serious lirr~it~ir~g rioisc source 
is not the thermal component, but instead the l/ f flicker-frt:qr~r~rlr.j fll~ctuations. This component 
dominates beginning a t  about a 300 s integration time and corlt ir~~los rr~cjc>fir~itcly for longer integration 
times. The Allan variance is constant in this rcgion with a l irr~i~lng value of 2.8 x l o p 1 " .  Thc source 
of the noise can be traced to  random finctuations in thc solar wmcl "1. 'l'he effect of these plasma 
fluctuations on the Doppler data is proportional to the inverse square of thc fretlucr~cy of t,he radio 
transmission. Fortunately future gravitational wave searches will be conducted a t  higher frequency. 

Two recent missions, Galileo to Jupiter and Magellan to  Venus, have the cn~)ability of t,rar~srnitting in 



the X band on both the up and down links. The higher frequency, by a factor of 1113 over previous 
S- band experiments, would suggest an Allan variance of 2 x 10-14 for the equivalent plasma noise 
experienced by Pioneer 10 in 1988. Indeed early examination of Doppler data from Magellan at X 
band suggests a noise floor a t  this level. Being close to  the Earth, Magellan has been tracked by the 
new 34 m High Efficiency (HEF) stations of the DSN. The Magellan data dernonstratc that the overall 
HEF tracking system, including the hydrogen masers, is at least as gnocl as 2 x 10-14. On the other 
hand, if the noise in the Magellan data is dominated by plasma fluctuations ncar Earth, then. the 
HEF system may perform even better, perhaps to  parts in 1015. Future X-band t,racking of Galileo, 
after deployment of its high-gain antenna in May 1991, may reach this irnproved level of sensitivity, 
particularly in a more benign plasma environment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that current G W  Doppler experiments at S band are not limited by hydrogen-maser 
stability, nor even by the overall frequency and timing system of the DSN. Instead noise introduced 
on the tracking link by random fluctuations in the solar wind limit currcnt experiments. In the future 
when similar experiments can be performed in the X band, using the Galileo orbiter for example, the 
noise from the solar wind may be reduced to a level where the limiting accuracy of the frequency and 
timing system will be important. 

Though limited by plasma noise, the current GW search with t,hc Pioneer 10 spacecraft should continue 
for as long as coherent tracking is possible. The Galileo spacecraft will not ventlirc bcyorld the orbit of 
Jupiter, so its phase-coherent pathlength (maximum RTLT of 8.5 AU) will scvcrely limit its response 
to GW radiation in regions of the spectrum where Pioneer 10 is particularly sensitive (RTLT x 100 
AU). The Pioneer 10/11 spacecraft are unique in their potential for detecting and characterizing 
broad-band gravitational radiation bursts with duration of a few hours. 

By accumulating several days of phase-coherent data from Pioneer 10 near solar opposition, a limiting 
sensitivity of 2.8 x 10-l3 in the Allan variance is not as bad as one might suppost:. Trl Figure 5 we 
show the limiting sensitivity to spatial strain for sinusoidal signals within about 6800 inclcpendent 
spectral bins. These amplitudes, obtained by taking the square root of the power mult,iplied by the 
appropriate resolution bandwidth in Hz, represents our bcst cstirrlate of the amplitudes of sinusoidal 
signals in the reduced data record of Figure 1. The RMS sensitivity to strain arnplit,ude is about 
1 x 10-l~.  The corresponding 90% confidence limit for a real signal in these exponentially distributed 
spectral estimates is 4.1g = 4 x 10-14. A discussion of the relationship between the uppcr limit on the 
strain amplitude determined from the Doppler data and the corresponding uppcr limits on the G W  
excitation can be found elsewhere['']. 

Finally we point out that clock technology probably has important applications to other space exper- 
iments designed to detect gravitational radiation. In particular, spacct)orne clocks could be used to 
establish multilink radio tracking between the Earth and one or rrlore spacecraft, or very largc mi- 
crowave G W antennas utilizing several freeflying spacecraft could be cnt,ircl y ~ ~ , a c e b o r n e [ ~ ~ 1 .  Though 
we have not addressed these issues here, we encourage the support of studies that  do. 
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Figure 1: Reduced Dotn at a Doppler Inteeration Tlme of 60 Scconds 
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Figure 2: Reduced Dnfa at a Doppler Integration Time of 300 Scconds 
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Pigurc 3: Powcr spectrum of frequency residuals. 
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Figure 4: Allan variance of' frequency residuals. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

UNIDENTIFIED QUESTIONER: The gravitational radiation that  you are looking for, is that  
from supernovas, black holes-what in particular are you looking for? 

MR. ANDERSON: That is a good question. There are some predictions by the t<lreorists about 
what we might see a t  these frequencies. The black hole is a possibility, the coalescing binary black hole is 
something that  we might see, supernovas are a t  the higher frequencies, in the kilolierta region, while, as you 
see here, we are in the lower frequency range from 300 secorlds out to thousands of seconds. The resonant bar 
detectors on the earth are better for detecting the supernova collapse that  occur on the order of rrlilliseconds. 
We would be looking for cataclysmic everits, either galactic or extra-galactic. O r ~ e  of the things tha t  we 
are considering is coalescing binaries. There would be a sinusoid of gravity radiatior~ with the frequency of 
the sinusoid slowly changing as the binaries gradually coalesce. Those are the kinds of sources that  we are 
examining. 

SAME QUESTIONER: Can you derive vectors as to  where the radiation is coilling fronl'? 

MR. ANDERSON: Yes, in that  cartoon there is a directional dependcnce oil tlie shift. It affects 
both where the  third pulse occurs, and the amplitudes of the three pulses because they have t,o S U I ~  to zero. 
Tha t  is, after the wave passes, there is no rrlerrlory left in the Dopplcr link, yo11 have to ol~servc it as it 
passes. You might think of this as a si~lglc arrn iriterferometer detecting a gravitational wave. You can riiake 
a determination of this angle, 0,  with some precision when you make a detection, which will c1et.ermine a 
srnall circle on the sky. You can't get an  unambiguous direction frorli a single arm int,crfcrorilcter. You need 
multi-arm interferometers for that .  Wu might think of using space-borr~e IIydrogen Masers i11 thc future for 
multi-arm interferometers, b u t  for now we will be just able to describc t,he srnall circle 011 the sky. 




